Verify SIP conforms to submission agreement (UC-4.6)

Receive SIP design from Negotiate Submission Agreement (UC-4.6)

Receive SIP reviews from Preservation Planning (UC-4.6)

Verify SIP data content conforms to archivists [appraisal] requirements (UC-4.6)

Verify SIP contains sufficient representation information and PDI metadata (UC-4.6)

Identify SIP components to be excluded from submission (UC-4.6)

Report liens to Producer (UC-4.6)

Identify SIP components to be resubmitted (UC-4.6)

Receive appeal from Producer (UC-4.6)

Create audit report (UC-4.6)

[APPEALED]

[APPEAL REJECTED]

[APPEAL ACCEPTED]

[NO RESUBMISSIONS]